Introduction
In this paper there are given some results on totally umbilical submanifolds of manifolds admitting generalized curvature tensors with a symmetry condition imposed on the second covariant derivative.
Let N be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, with not neoessarily definite metric g^g, covered by a system of coordinate neighbourhoods {ujx r }. We denote by | B r -|;}» H v rgtt R v t and R the Christoff.el symbols, the operator of covariant differentiation, the curvature tensor, the Rioci tensor and the scalar curvature of N. The indices r,s,t, u,v,w run over the range |l,2,...,n|, n ^4.
A tensor field i where 3? rsta = ^vr^stu* An 9zam P le of generalized curvature .tensor on N is the curvature tensor as well as the Weyl oon-* formal curvature tensor A.Adamow, R.Deszcz Let M be an m-dimensional manifold covered by a system of coordinate neighbourhoods {v;y a j. buppose that LI is a sufcmanifold of ft and let its local expression in E be given by the equations x r = x r (y a ). Moreover, let the induced tensor G . In Section 4 we shall present some example of the totally nrr.bilical submanifold, which satisfies (A) and (B).
On the ambient manifold II we will assume that: (C) on N is given a generalized curvature tensor field ^rstu' w kich satisfies the relation (1.9) Wrstu ~ Wretii "
The main result of this paper is the following. Theorem 1. Let M be a totally umbilical submanifold of a manifold N such that the conditions (A), (B) and (C) are satisfied. (i) If dim M 4, then in every point p of M at least one of the relations Differentiating the equation (1.12) covariantly and using (1.5), (1.6) and (1.2) we obtain
. n oTStUrrVn m , + ^bcdef w v rata + ^ef^abcd* 1 v^stu + + G af P bcde " G bf P acde + G cf P dabe " G df P cabe' end maki ng use of (2.9), (2.4) and Hemar k 2 we get (2.10).
lion we prove tha aquati on (2.11). Pr om (2.10) we obtain easily (2.14) pilkl r n _ T >j 
The relation (2.1), by contraction with G , because of (2.9) and Remark 2, yields low we will prove the equation (2.12). Prom (2.17), by contraction with S^ and making use of (2.16), (2.9) and (2.14/, we find where V a is an arbitrary vector in. the point q of V, we find, because of (2.31), ? fehcd = *, fbcd and P fetfld =-P fbeod . But from the two last equations, it follows ([2], Lemma 1), that Ff e £ cd ~ 0* But this complete? the proof.
Lemma 5. 1st -u (dim M i 4) be a totally umbilical submanifold of E. Moreover, let the conditions (A), (B) and ( Suppose that (M,g) and (IS,g) are Hiemannian ¡senifolcs covered by a system of coordinate neighbourhoods {u;;:^] and |v;x*J respectively, where a,b,...,f,h e|l,2,...,qJ and oc jq+1,a+2,...,nj, dial M « q >2 and dim U = n-q 2 2. Define on ¿he product manifold E « Kxii the metric form by • t x°') is a non-constant function.
In the following, we will assume that oach abject denoted jy s dash is formed frcn g and eac:: object^dsnoted by a ster -from g. The Christofiel | c , (4.14) T ab = 0.
Thus, the conditions (4.7")-(4.9), in virtue of the equations H abcd = 0 and (4.14), yield is satisfied.
